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About This Game

1936: Soldiers of the Third Reich roam the world seeking occult weapons for their insane plans of conquest. When Fenton
Paddock, a former British soldier and hapless smuggler, is asked to look for his friend Richard, who went missing in Tibet, he

has no idea that this search will lead him across three continents to a secret that could turn the whole world upside down.
Enough mystery? Not in the mood for another crime story? "Lost Horizon" brings the classic adventure back to its roots: the

1930s, exotic settings all over the world, and the dangerous quest for one of the greatest secrets of mankind makes adventurers'
hearts beat faster. The Makers of the award-winning Secret Files series invite you to experience a technically outstanding,

carefully designed game featuring an absolutely thrilling story at the side of Kim and Fenton.

Key features:

Unique handmade graphic style
Exotic settings you've never seen before
Movie-like story by novelist Claudia Kern
Both realistic and funny dialogues
Excellent technical appearance and minimal system requirements
Fast-paced presentation of the exciting story in movie style
Innovative puzzle design, always fair and logical
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Wayward Manor has a certain charm, and some quirky humour. There is a lot of competition in the mobile style puzzle genre,
and it holds up moderately well.

You will be performing the same tasks repeatedly, but there is variation in how you accomplish them.

My main niggles are that the camera angles aren't always ideal, and the rather limited voice overs. It advertises with narration by
Neil Gaiman, but this is only during very short cutscenes. The main game has no voice overs at all.
For a mobile game that would be iffy, but on pc this just feels rather lackluster.

All in all I would say this is worth picking up, but perhaps only during a sale. This game might also make more sense on
mobile/tablet, so you might want to wait for that release instead.. After a fresh install, the game consistently crashed on startup. I
switched to Win 7 compatability mode as suggested on their site's FAQ, which did allow the game to run, but it was unplayably
slow and choppy (on my 1.6Ghz i7 with 4GB RAM). I could spend more time trying to get it up to speed, but after playing a
few rounds it didn't seem like it was worth my time.. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=uDAPidtgCuI

HFS is what I expect Jason to be up to when Camp Crystal Lake is closed. You play as a zombie with an odd metal finish
depending on how the light hits you. The "fishes" are how you replenish your "hearthes", and when your energy meter depletes,
it's game over. Explore the three fishing spots (the last being the most expansive) and pick up trash bags of I like to assume body
parts in order to keep the grounds clean while the buggy physics have you catching fishes in land, or just hook yourself and go
flying into the sky like a horrible Easter savior.

Despite the obnoxiously loud music (seriously, I have the audio settings to the bare minimum Xsplit allows) this is a surprisingly
calm and enjoyably fun b-grade horror experience to be had for $.59 (I thought I paid $1.59 initially). I wish it had
achievements just to add a little more replayability to it but, overall, I've spent way more for far, far worse. Even at $.99 when
the sale ends, it's something horror fans can huddle around the computer together and just laugh at like an episode of Mystery
Science Theater 3000.. Just bought this game today, it runs smooth and all that, it just needs much more content. It really has a
dead feel, not much excitement for capturing objectives, the best part of the game for me was throwing my weapon lol. To the
developers if this game, I would go for a man vs machine approach. Maybe make the robots smart and work together using
vehicles and stuff, and having us players team up to fight the robots capture bases and that kind of stuff. Keep at it I'll check out
your updates as they come out, also the looting system could use some tweaking in my opinion. But for now my review is save
your money buyers.. Fantastic game! I really liked this action game!
The graphics are terrific, I really liked the characters,
and the monsters, the general setting is classic fantasy but cartoonish.
The music is terrific too! really good and seems real nes hardware involved!
What I really liked is the option to play up to 3 players, a must-have for a good laugh with friends.. This game is probably one of
the best WWII strategy games out there. Heck, its my favorite RTS ever! The single player campaign proves to be a bit of a
challenge, but it just makes it alot more fun and more satisfying once you've beaten it. With all of your moves, you have a sense
of urgency hoping your soldiers don't get shot up as they move from cover to cover. The multiplayer matches are definetly alot
of fun, and you can even play by yourself to get the hang of things. You can test out all of the vehicles and troops for each of the
four countries. The mods make the game a TON more fun, and some can add a plethora of tanks and troops and balance out
troops more. It sure adds to the game, and i would highly suggest this if you have friends to play it with!. Dear god this is by far
the worst game i have ever played, finding out how to work the volume was the most fun part of the whole game. Never and i
mean ever make another ♥♥♥♥♥♥ game like this again. Here's my experience with the game 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xSrvFKTNRtI. Badass DLC worthy to my collection XD

Side Note: Makes sense that Captain Marvel comes out the same day as DMCV cause Carol Danvers and Dante both defeated
Omega Ultron in Marvel VS Capcom. This game is amazing for the price. The multiplayer is fun, and has the potential to be
re\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed many many times. My only con with the game is that sometimes it can take a while to find an
opponent on multiplayer but apart from that the game has been incredibly fun.
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This game is currently one dollar. It's not as good as magical drop 3, but it's one dollar. It's a little buggy, but it's one dollar. It's
still a magical drop game. GGPO would be nice but like whatever, it's one dollar.. There's a decent core gameplay idea here. But
it's layered under horrible controls (think "A Boy and His Blob" meets "Prince of Persia"), game-breaking bugs, unnecessarily
obnoxious level design, and atrocious dialogue. It's not worth wading through the bad to get to the good in this case.. I usually
don't like runners, but this one is pretty fun and nervous,. Really fun, really short, a good game to get on sale.. This game is
awesome the devs should open up the code so people can put their own rulesets into the game and make maps and campaigns.
The Pirate outfit was great, the rest of the stuff is pretty dumb :D. I loved EU2 and this game is an improvement on that.. On
level 5 at the time of writing this. Just to say it's a lot of fun in this mode. Just as chaotic and a bit harder as doing stuff takes
longer. Personally I am enjoying it as much as roomscale but it does make some people a little dizzy. I get just a touch of that
but not enough to make me ill. You need to hit the left bumper as the plane turns so you can stay behind it and pull back on the
left joystick to slow it down. I think they have done a great job. Cockpit mode would be good but not essential.. This game
could be soooooo much better with several simple additions. A lot of people are wanting things like aquatic and marine reptiles,
which admittedly would be pretty cool, I think there are a few smaller things that could be worked on first.

1 - Park details.
The lack of decorative structures\/plants\/additions is such a disappointment, considering the amount of customisation that you
can do on the devs other game Planet Coaster. I can't even say its bare minimum because there is nothing to do to your park to
make it look better. A fountain, a sign even a garbage bin, its just not there. Speaking of bins, you don't have to worry about
stuff like cleanliness of the park either. There aren't any cleaners, something Jurassic Park: Operation Genesis had, which is a
shame.

2 - Utilising your employees.
I get that you can't send in a trainer\/employee into a Tyrannosaur enclosure to feed them, which isn't my concern, but it doesn't
make sense for the rangers to be feeding them when 2 of the feeders is a tree and a bunch of goats. When they get restocked am
I meant to imagine the ranger jeeps pulling up to a sauropod feeder with a trunk full of trees? I get the food for the dinos comes
out from underground, so why not just keep it like that?

3 - Park size.
This is a popular complaint with players, and I can understand where you had the idea to restrict the are in which we can build.
It does provide for a challenge. But when we finally hit Isla Nublar in that sandbox mode, it would be sooooooo much more
rewarding to get the entire island instead of a single valley. Again, going back to JPOG, we were able to terraform the ENTIRE
island. We could erase mountains and have a river instead. Or divide the map with a mountain range. And for some of the needs
the dinos require, some enclosures can take up a lot of room.

That's all I can think of right now. I still like playing it, but these days its more for showing my 3 year old nephew the game
rather than personal enjoyment.

I'll recommend purely for people wanting a basic park game.
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